Lung MRI assessment with high-frequency noninvasive ventilation at 3 T
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To investigate three MR pulse sequences under high-frequency noninvasive ventilation (HF-NIV) at 3 T and determine which one is better-suited to visualize the lung parenchyma.

Methods: A 3D ultra-short echo time stack-of spirals Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold Examination (UTE Spiral VIBE), without and with prospective gating, and a 3D double-echo UTE sequence with spiral phyllotaxis trajectory (3D radial UTE) were performed at 3 T in ten healthy volunteers under HF-NIV. Three experienced radiologists evaluated visibility and sharpness of normal anatomical structures, artifacts assessment, and signal and contrast ratio computation. The median of the three readers’ scores was used for comparison, p < .05 was considered statistically significant. Incidental findings were recorded and reported.

Results: The 3D radial UTE resulted in less artifacts than the non-gated and gated UTE Spiral VIBE in inferior (score 3D radial UTE = 3, slight artifact without blurring vs. score UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated and gated = 2, moderate artifact with blurring of anatomical structure, p = .018 and p = .047, respectively) and superior lung regions (score 3D radial UTE = 3, vs. score UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated = 2.5, p = .48 and score UTE Spiral VIBE gated = 1, severe artifact with no normal structure recognizable, p = .014), and higher signal and contrast ratios (p = .002, p = .093). UTE Spiral VIBE sequences provided higher peripheral vasculature visibility than the 3D radial UTE (94.4% vs 80.6%, respectively, p < .001). The HF-NIV was well tolerated by healthy volunteers who reported on average minor discomfort. In three volunteers, 12 of 18 nodules confirmed with low-dose CT were identified with MRI (average size 2.6 ± 1.2 mm).

Conclusion: The 3D radial UTE provided higher image quality than the UTE Spiral VIBE. Nevertheless, a better nodule assessment was noticed with the UTE Spiral VIBE that might be due to better peripheral vasculature visibility, and requires confirmation in a larger cohort.

1. Introduction

Interest in lung MRI has recently increased and despite the main challenges that include the low proton density of the lung tissue and the rapid signal dephasing due to sharp variations in magnetic susceptibility at the multiple tissue-air interfaces present in the lung, it is gradually translating into clinical use due to the multiple MR sequences available. The most common recommended MR sequences for pulmonary MRI are T₁- and T₂-weighted fast spin echo (FSE) as well as T₁-weighted 3D gradient-echo (GRE) volumetric interpolated breath-
hold examination (VIBE) before and after the injection of gadolinium-based contrast. T2-weighted Half-Fourier Acquisition Single-shot Turbo spin Echo (HASTE), T2-weighted BLADE and balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) sequences. These sequences have the advantage of being easily available in medical centers and allow the investigation of a large panel of diseases that includes pneumonia [1,2], tuberculosis [3], cystic fibrosis [4], lung cancer [5] and the context of pulmonary nodules [6,7]. Among the most recent developments in lung MR to overcome the main challenges cited above, ultra-short echo time (UTE) imaging proved to be particularly suited to image the lung parenchyma and airways [8–12]. UTE has furthermore been investigated in the assessment of various pulmonary and airway disorders such as interstitial lung diseases, cystic fibrosis [10,13], and pulmonary nodule assessment [14].

Another major challenge of lung imaging is the respiratory motion that induces artifacts. One way to minimize respiratory motion is to perform breath-hold acquisitions. While breath-hold techniques have shown their efficiency [15,16], they result in time constraints and are challenging for patients with lung disease, who often suffer from a decreased lung function. Given that a successful breath-hold cannot be guaranteed and that non-compliant breath-holds result in images of poor quality with potential misregistration artifacts, free-breathing acquisitions with motion correction or motion-resolved techniques are now increasingly being investigated.

While breath-hold acquisitions are commonly performed at end-inspiration, free-breathing acquisitions are usually performed at tidal volumes. However, a well-known problem is that some lesions, such as those encountered in interstitial lung diseases, or lung nodules may be missed when lungs are not well inflated, particularly if located at the lung bases [17]. Therefore, a large lung volume is highly desired to provide an optimal and accurate diagnosis. Such optimal volumes are obtained routinely with computed tomography (CT), the gold standard technique in chest imaging, which is performed nowadays at end-inspiration in less than 5 s for most chest studies. Several motion-correction strategies such as XD-UTE [18] and iMoCo UTE [19] have also recently developed to improve free-breathing lung MRI, allowing for reduced respiratory motion artifacts and increased SNR. This study proposes a new strategy to ensure an optimal lung imaging volume while minimizing motion artifacts by using high-frequency noninvasive ventilation (HF-NIV). This technique allows an apnea-like stabilized ventilation of several minutes at full inspiration. Initially applied for radiotherapy [20], HF-NIV proved to be highly valuable for lung MRI [21]. Delacoste et al. recently demonstrated the superiority of the combination UTE-HF-NIV at 1.5 T [22] compared to acquisitions without the use of HF-NIV, such as free-breathing UTE [23] acquisition or breath-hold VIBE acquisition, a 3D gradient echo sequence used in clinical routine with an asymmetric sampling in the readout direction. A significant improvement in the sharpness of vessels and airways, lung-liver interface as well as in contrast and signal ratios was observed under HF-NIV. These results appeared potentially promising for the assessment of tiny details, such as small lung nodules as a better differentiation from vessels is expected. Among the UTE sequences dedicated to image the lung parenchyma, the 3D double-echo radial UTE sequence investigated by Delacoste et al. [22] as well as the 3D stack-of-spiral UTE sequence that allows prospective gating [10] appear promising.

Therefore, considering the superiority of MR-UTE-HF-NIV compared to free-breathing MR acquisitions, the goal of the study was to compare three acquisition techniques based on the two above-mentioned pulse sequences and to determine whether an acquisition technique is better-suited than another for the analysis of the lung parenchyma under HF-NIV at 3 T.

2. Material and methods

Permission from the ethics committee (CER-VD) was secured for this prospective study, for clinic and research exams (Project-ID 2018-00438). All volunteers provided written specific informed consent prior to the MR procedure. In case of incidental findings that required an additional CT exam for the incidental findings care, the volunteers in question provided either oral specific informed consent and/or written general informed consent.

2.1. Healthy volunteers

Ten healthy volunteers were recruited for the study (mean age 27 ± 5 years, mean weight 74 ± 10 kg, two women). To be included in the study, volunteers had to be in good health, age ≥ 18 years. Prior to MRI, volunteers underwent a HF-NIV training session to evaluate their tolerance to the HF-NIV and to maximize compliance during the MR exam.

2.2. HF-NIV

The HF-NIV set up is the same as that described by Delacoste et al. at 1.5 T [24], and consists of a Monsoon III ventilator (Acutronic Medical Systems, Hirzel, Switzerland) and a noninvasive patient interface (Oral mask, Oracle – Fisher&Paykel Healthcare, Auckland, New Zealand combined to Phasitron®, Percussionnaire, Idaho, USA) [21]. The stabilization period was achieved at a frequency rate of 250 per minute in agreement with findings reported by Ogna et al. [25]. The oxygen delivery has been set to 100% at the monitor (Fig. 1). In practice, given the ingress of ambient air through the inspiratory port of the Phasitron®, the fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) was ~50%.

Fig. 1. Training session. A respiratory physiotherapist trains a volunteer on how to position himself and behave to perform the HF-NIV, which requires a monitor (1), a Phasitron® (2) and a nose clip (3). (References: Delacoste et al. (2019) Ultrashort echo time imaging of the lungs under high-frequency noninvasive ventilation: A new approach to lung imaging. J Magn Reson Imaging 50(6):1789–1797. Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4o2uM9E55E).
specificities for MRI were as described by Delacoste et al. [24]. Continuous transcutaneous capnography (TeCO2) oxygen saturation (SpO2) and cardiac frequency were assessed during the training ventilation sessions using a Digital Monitoring System (SenTec, Thervil, Switzerland), as well as the arterial pressure. Due to MR constraints only SpO2 and cardiac frequency were controlled during the MRI sessions.

After the training session (Fig. 1) and the MR exam, volunteers were asked to evaluate their discomfort regarding the HF-NIV (0 = no discomfort, 1 = minor discomfort, 2 = moderate discomfort, 3 = high discomfort, 4 = extreme discomfort).

### 2.3. Image acquisition and reconstruction

All acquisitions were performed on a 3 T clinical MR scanner (MAGNETOM Prisma FIT, software version VE11C, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with an 18-element RF body coil and 32-element spine coil. Volunteers were in supine position, feet first. Three sequences were acquired under HF-NIV, during a respiratory stabilization period. A prototype 3D double-echo radial UTE sequence [23,26] with spiral phyllotaxis trajectory [27] was used to acquire data without any ECG nor respiratory triggering (referred to as “3D radial UTE”, Table 1). Images were reconstructed in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) with a non-uniform fast Fourier transform.

Additionally, a 3D UTE stack-of-spirals sequence [28,29] was acquired in the coronal plane without and with prospective respiratory gating (referred to as “UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated” and “UTE Spiral VIBE gated”, respectively, Table 1). The respiratory gating was performed without navigator positioning but with the selection of a coil element close to the liver-diaphragm interface for signal processing, data were acquired in expiratory phase. The gating detected the respiratory signal in real time with a temporal resolution of 212 ms. Given that the motion period under HF-NIV was 240 ms, the gating should have been able to reduce artifacts from the residual motion under HF-NIV. Images from both UTE Spiral VIBE acquisitions were directly re-constructed off-line.

The three acquisitions under HF-NIV were separated by a rest period of a few minutes where patients resumed a normal breathing.

The three protocols were defined to be consistent in terms of spatial resolution and acquisition time.

### 2.4. Image analysis

Three experienced radiologists (GD and VD with 8 years and CB with more than 20 years of experience in thoracic imaging) analyzed anonymized datasets of the three investigated acquisitions. The experts were blinded to the acquisition method used for images and they graded and analyzed them in a random order, in axial orientation. The fissures were evaluated for right and left lungs through their visibility, scored as 1 = not visible; 2 = partially visible and 3 = completely visible, and their sharpness, evaluated as 1 = not seen; 2 = blurred; 3 = intermediate; 4 = sharp. The presence of artifacts either in superior, medium, or inferior parts of the lungs were scored for right and left lungs as follows: 1 = severe artifact with no normal structure recognizable; 2 = moderate artifact with blurring of anatomical structures; 3 = slight artifact without blurring of anatomical structures; 4 = no artifact.

The visibility and sharpness of pulmonary vasculature and airways were evaluated in eighteen segments per volunteer with a distinction between the peripheral vasculature that corresponds to the external third of the chest and the central vasculature that corresponds to the two medial thirds of the chest. The scoring was performed according to a slightly modified version of that by Ohno and colleagues [13] for both central vasculature and airways visibility: 1 = no depiction; 2 = depicted at segmental level; 3 = depicted at subsegmental level; 4 = depicted at sub-subsegmental level; 5 = depicted beyond sub-subsegmental level. Peripheral vasculature visibility was scored as 1 = not visible; 2 = visible and was reported as a percentage of visibility for the whole chest. The sharpness of the central and peripheral vasculature and airways was scaled as follows: 1 = not seen; 2 = blurred; 3 = intermediate; 4 = sharp.

To quantitatively assess the lung signal intensity (SI), regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn in eighteen different places [8]. The SI within air (SI_{airway}) was calculated as the average SI from ROIs drawn in the trachea and the right and left main bronchus. The SI within vessels (SI_{vessel}) was calculated as the average SI from ROIs traced in the pulmonary trunk and the right and left main pulmonary arteries. Finally, the SI within the lung parenchyma (SI_{lung}) was calculated as the average SI from 12 ROIs as follows: Each lung was divided in three axial sections at the level of the aortic arch, of the carina, and of the lower pulmonary veins. ROIs were placed at each location in the anterior and posterior part for both the right and left lungs, and at least 2 cm from the lung periphery avoiding vessels as much as possible. The signal ratio and contrast ratio were then calculated as follows [8,30]:

$$S_r = \frac{SI_{lung}}{SI_{airway}} \times 100$$

$$C_r = \frac{SI_{lung} - SI_{airway}}{SI_{vessel}} \times 100$$

The apex-dome distance was also measured in centimeters on a coronal plane on the right side.

### 2.5. Incidental findings

Any incidental finding was recorded and subsequently evaluated with an ultra-low-dose CT if judged as potentially requiring subsequent management. The CT exams were performed on a SOMATOM Force scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) without contrast administration, with a CT dose index (CTDI) between 0.35 and 0.5 mGy corresponding to an effective dose between 0.2 and 0.4 mSv, using a conversion factor of 0.017. The size and morphological characteristics of the findings among which the majority corresponded to lung nodules were assessed to determine if they were actionable or not according to current guidelines [31–33].

The number, location, and size of these findings were evaluated in MR images with the three investigated sequences, blinded and presented in a random order to two radiologists (CB, Reader 1, > 20 years of experience in thoracic imaging, and DR, Reader 2, 8 years of experience) more than eight months after the initial analyses and more
than two months after the clinical evaluation, which helped minimize recall bias. Only the images from the volunteers with incidental findings were included in this sub-study and these were analyzed in the same conditions as in clinical practice by using maximum intensity projection (MIP) post-processing, in an axial view. If needed, multi-planar reformats were used to confirm the presence of pulmonary nodules. In a subsequent review session, both readers analyzed CT images and associated corresponding findings with MR images in consensus. The detection rate per reader, per sequence and per volunteer was then calculated with the following formula:

\[
\text{Detection rate} = \frac{\text{True positive}}{\text{True positive} + \text{false negative}} = \frac{\text{True positive}}{\text{Gold standard positive}}
\]

(3)

### 2.6. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out using R version 3.4.3 with the ggpubr package version 0.2. The inter-rater reliability was assessed with a Gwet’s AC1 test for categorical variables. The observed agreement, AC1 score, and standard error were reported. The Landis and Koch scale was used to interpret the Gwet’s AC1 coefficient as follows: poor when Gwet’s AC1 was < 0.00, slight between 0.01 and 0.20, fair between 0.21 and 0.40, moderate between 0.41 and 0.60, substantial between 0.61 and 0.80 and excellent above 0.81. The tests were assessed for each item and each method: UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated, gated, and 3D radial UTE sequences. Depending on the item, either scores from the right and left lungs were combined or all segments were combined.

The median of the three observers’ scores was used to compare the three methods and a Kruskal-Wallis test by ranks was used to evaluate the visual scores. When this test revealed a significant difference, a pairwise comparison was performed using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Holm’s correction for multiple comparisons. For the analysis of continuous variables, the average of the three observers’ scores was used and an ANOVA test was carried out. A Student’s paired t-test was performed with Holm’s correction for pairwise comparison when necessary. P-values lower than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Technical feasibility and tolerance

Volunteers n°6 and n°8 were excluded from analysis as the 3D radial UTE and UTE Spiral VIBE gated images, respectively, were not interpretable due to software malfunctions not related to the HF-NIV technique. The analyses were therefore performed with 8 subject data.

The HF-NIV technique was well tolerated by all healthy volunteers who reported only a minor discomfort on average (average score = 1.4 ± 0.8, Min-max range [0–3]).

#### 3.2. Inter-rater reliability

The inter-rater reliability of the fissure and artifacts evaluation showed either substantial or excellent agreement between the three readers (all AC1 scores > 0.61, p < .05), with the exceptions of the inferior artifacts evaluation with the UTE Spiral VIBE gated (AC1 = 0.52), the superior artifacts evaluation with 3D radial UTE (AC1 = 0.52) and the fissure visibility evaluation with UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated (AC1 = 0.40, Table 2).

The inter-rater reliability of the airway visibility and the central vasculature visibility were excellent for all methods. The inter-rater reliability of the peripheral vasculature visibility was excellent for the UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated and substantial for both UTE Spiral VIBE gated and 3D radial UTE (Table 3). While the AC1 score of both airway
sharpness and central vasculature sharpness showed either substantial or excellent inter-rater reliability, peripheral vasculature sharpness scores showed slight and moderate inter-rater reliability for 3D radial UTE and UTE Spiral VIBE gated methods, respectively (Table 4).

3.3. Visual assessment

The visual assessment of the fissure sharpness and visibility revealed no significant difference between the three evaluated methods, with all median scores equal to 1, i.e. not visible. The visual assessment of the artifacts revealed a significantly higher median score in 3D radial UTE images compared to UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated and gated methods when scoring the inferior part of the lungs (p = .018 and p = .047, respectively, Fig. 2a). This was observed as well for the upper part of the lung, where a significant difference was observed between 3D radial UTE and UTE Spiral VIBE gated scores (score = 3 vs 1, p = .014, Fig. 2c), while no significant difference was observed when comparing 3D radial UTE to the UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated (p = .48) or when comparing both UTE Spiral VIBE methods with each other (p = .1). No significant differences were observed in the middle part of the lung (Fig. 2b).

The airway and central vasculature visibility were not significantly different among the images of the three analyzed methods. These features were depicted for all methods at subsegmental level and beyond sub-subsegmental level, respectively (Fig. 2d and e, Figs. 3 and 4). In images from both UTE Spiral VIBE sequences, the peripheral vasculature yielded a higher percentage of visibility than in images from the 3D radial UTE sequence (p < .001, Fig. 2f).

The evaluation of the airways and vasculature sharpness resulted in the same median score among the three methods (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, while no significant difference was observed among the three methods for the peripheral vasculature sharpness, for airway and central vasculature sharpness, the distributions on the scale from blurred to sharp were significantly different (Fig. 5).

The apex-dome distance measurements were non-significantly different in the images of the three different methods (dist\(_{\text{UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated}}\) = 23.3 ± 1.7 cm; dist\(_{\text{UTE Spiral VIBE gated}}\) = 23.0 ± 2.1 cm; dist\(_{\text{3D radial UTE}}\) = 23.4 ± 2.1 cm, p = .93).

3.4. Signal intensity measurements

The 3D radial UTE images yielded significantly higher Sr than that measured from UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated and gated images by 2.1-fold and 1.9-fold, respectively (p < .003, Fig. 6). The Cr was higher in 3D radial UTE images than in UTE Spiral VIBE images (p = .093).

3.5. Incidental findings

Nodules and linear densities were incidentally detected in three of the healthy volunteers (Fig. 7) and the controlled CT exams detected 26 findings in total including 18 nodules (spread as 6-10-2 among the three volunteers) and 8 linear densities (3-2-3). Among these 18 nodules, 12 were detected with MRI by any reader or MR sequence. The average nodule size measured with CT was 2.6 ± 1.2 mm, including 5 nodules with a size ≥4 mm.

While Reader 2 analysis resulted in no difference in detection rate between the three sequences (39% for all nodules, 80% for nodules ≥4 mm), the 3D radial UTE sequence yielded the lowest detection rate in the analysis of Reader 1, such as 60% vs 80% for both UTE Spiral VIBE sequences and for nodules ≥4 mm (Table 5). This was due to a nodule that had a much lower contrast in the 3D radial UTE images than in both UTE spiral VIBE images (Fig. 7e–h). The linear densities were not evaluated in this analysis.

4. Discussion

Lung MRI has seen numerous developments to overcome the major drawbacks that include artifacts, lack of spatial resolution and lack of signal from the lungs due to the physical characteristics of this organ, and that have thus far prevented this non-invasive and safe technique to be used more widespread clinically. One of the most recent development is the UTE sequence that addresses these problems and that has proven to be suitable to image the lung parenchyma [11]. Moving forward toward improvement of lung imaging, the interest for chest MRI under the use of the HF-NIV technique has been recently emphasized by showing an increase in image quality when using a 3D radial UTE sequence with HF-NIV, compared to the same sequence without the ventilation technique at 1.5 T. To evaluate the potential of HF-NIV
at 3 T, a comparison between three different acquisition methods for lung imaging with HF-NIV was performed and resulted in the superiority of the 3D radial UTE sequence when assessing the overall quality of the images, artifacts evaluation and Sr and Cr ratios.

The lower score in artifacts assessment for the UTE Spiral VIBE for the lower and upper parts of the lungs might be partially explained by the set-up of the MR exam. Indeed, due to the HF-NIV setup, patients are feet first in the MR scanner and the apex of the lungs, depending on the body size, could be at the limit of the spine coil. Besides, the FOV that was defined according to time and spatial resolution constraints, might have been a culprit factor and induced fold-over artifacts.

The visibility of the airways and central vasculature was similar for all three sequences, while the peripheral vasculature visibility was significantly lower in images acquired with the 3D radial UTE sequence, which cannot fully be explained but as a consequence, might be responsible for a lower detection of peripheral lesions such as the nodule located on the periphery of the left lung that had been considered as non-relevant by Reader 1 on the 3D radial UTE images. In light of the similarity of vasculature and airway sharpness with all three acquisition methods under HF-NIV, and taking into account that sharpness was significantly improved with the 3D radial UTE sequence under HF-NIV compared to 3D radial UTE sequence without HF-NIV in the 1.5 T study [24], this increased sharpness can be reasonably related to the ventilation technique rather than the sequence by itself.

Significantly higher Sr and Cr were reported in 3D radial UTE images than in UTE Spiral VIBE images. As mentioned by Dournes et al. [10], which compared the UTE Spiral VIBE to the PETRA sequence [8,34] and reported similar findings, these differences can be explained.

Fig. 3. Axial view 1 mm thick at the level of the subsegmental bronchi of the right middle lobe and at the lung bases. a-c. Images acquired with the UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated a., gated b. and with the 3D radial UTE c. sequences. An excellent assessment of the visibility of the subsegmental bronchi of the right middle lobe with less artifacts, which may potentially penalize the overall interpretation, can be observed in c. compared to a and b, (orange arrows). d-f. Lung base images acquired with the UTE Spiral VIBE without gating d., with gating e. and 3D radial UTE f. sequences. In addition to an excellent lung inflation volume, there is an improved image quality in c at the level of the lung bases, the first areas to be penalized in case of free-breathing or lack of full inspiration. Such an assessment may allow to optimize any lung abnormalities at this level that can be underestimated or missed in case of expiration.
at least partially, by the way the coverage of k-space was obtained. Indeed, the UTE Spiral VIBE uses a stack-of-spirals to move from 2D to 3D while the PETRA sequence uses a radial spherical coverage of k-space, close to the spherical coverage of k-space with spiral phyllotaxis trajectory used with the 3D radial UTE in this study. Given that volunteers were not breathing room air but an oxygen-enriched air, the reported Sr and Cr might have been biased. Indeed, since O2 is paramagnetic, the dissolved molecular oxygen induces a shortening of the T1 relaxation time in the pulmonary venous blood and results in a SI increase in the lung parenchyma [35]. Nevertheless, the same FiO2 was administered for all acquisitions, so no bias were introduced in the comparison of the MR sequences.

Fig. 5. Visual evaluation of vasculature and airways sharpness. The airway a., the central vasculature b. and the peripheral vasculature c. sharpness, were evaluated for the three sequences and compared with the median of the three readers. No significant difference was observed between the sequences that yielded the same median scores.

These high Sr and Cr along with the acquisition at full inspiration could therefore benefit a wide range of diseases, including the assessment of interstitial lung diseases (ILD), airway diseases and abnormal bronchi until subsegmental level. MRI has increasingly been investigating ILD [36]. In particular, since Ohno et al. [12] reported a non-significant inferiority of MRI with UTE compared with standard and low dose CTs regarding pulmonary parenchyma diseases and identification of ILD, the combination of MRI and HF-NIV might be of great additional interest. Indeed, underinflation of the lung may preclude a correct analysis of the subpleural and basal area, which may be disadvantageous in the assessment of major ILD and especially usual interstitial pneumonitis and non-specific interstitial pneumonitis. The same approach should also be considered with airway diseases, while it is gradually more investigated with MRI [23,37,38]. Nevertheless, excellent results are currently obtained and the benefit of HF-NIV might be less obvious than for ILD in this setting. The major challenge will then be to determine the precise exclusion criteria for patients with severe ILD or airway disease, knowing that the only formal contraindications to HF-NIV are major hyperinflation and pulmonary hypertension, this has been designed as safety measure for the current investigation of the HF-NIV technique.

For pulmonary nodule assessment specifically, it could help to formally diagnose a juxta-vascular pulmonary nodule, considering that the tortuosity of vessels remains a critical challenge that may induce misleading interpretations, and to accurately measure pulmonary nodule’s volume.

In this study, the nodules’ detection are mentioned as preliminary data and while the 3D radial UTE sequence with HF-NIV appeared the most promising sequence that obtained the highest grades for image quality, it did not provide the highest detection rate, at least for one reader out of two. This result might be related to the lower peripheral vasculature visibility observed in 3D radial UTE images compared to UTE Spiral VIBE images. This must now be evaluated in a large cohort of patients with pulmonary nodules along with the UTE Spiral VIBE gated sequence. Compared to Rana et al. who reported 100% sensitivity for nodules > 4 mm, and 35% sensitivity for nodules < 4 mm [39], we found a lower detectability for nodules ≥ 4 mm and a rather similar detectability for nodules < 4 mm for the UTE Spiral VIBE gated sequence. These results have to be weighted by the small size and the low number of evaluated nodules, the majority of which were from two volunteers only, even though the image quality scores of these volunteers’ images were within the range of the overall scores. Furthermore, the detection rate of all sequences remained within the range reported in literature [6,40,41]. Interestingly, although there is no need to detect nodules < 5 mm for screening programs according to the recent guidelines [32,33,42], assessment of smaller lesions may concern disorders such as ILD like sarcoidosis and such an evaluation has therefore all its place and interest.

MIPs were of interest for the assessment of nodule detection and could also be used in disorders such as micronodular pattern for example. Additional minimal intensity projection (mIP) post-processing should be further evaluated for ILD.

Finally, the question of the optimal magnetic field strength still remains for MR lung imaging. On the one hand, while Chassagnon et al. [43] who compared high-resolution MR lung imaging with the UTE
Spiral VIBE sequence at 1.5 T and 3 T, demonstrated that image quality was lower at 3 T than at 1.5 T, with significantly lower Sr and Cr reported at 3 T than at 1.5 T, more and more studies are performed at 3 T driven by the need for a higher spatial resolution in order to improve the precision and accuracy of nodule detection. On the other hand, Campbell-Washburn et al. recently demonstrated the value of the high-performance low-field-strength MRI at 0.55 T in high-susceptibility regions such as lungs [44]. The improved field-homogeneity at 0.55 T allowed an increase in signal intensity and a reduction of the distortion near air-tissue interfaces.

The main limitation of the HF-NIV-MRI combination is the medical requirements of the HF-NIV, such as the presence of a respiratory physiotherapist and a pulmonologist during the MRI acquisition, as well as the need for a training session prior to the MR procedure. In addition technical limitations related to a non-compatible MRI ventilator that requires a long pipe reducing ventilation efficiency should be solved. Therefore, although an undeniably added value of the HF-NIV was demonstrated in past and in the present MR study, the spread of the use of HF-NIV with MR lung imaging may be limited. For this reason, a simplification of the ventilation technique would be most welcome. The small sample size and the impracticability of volunteer recruitment at a distance from the main image quality analysis are also limitations of this study. Furthermore, the potential recognition of the different MR sequences might have induced a bias despite the anonymization and

---

Fig. 6. Signal and contrast ratios quantification for the UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated, gated, and the 3D radial UTE sequences. The signal ratio a. and contrast ratio b. were calculated and the average of the three readers was used for comparison. Images acquired with 3D radial UTE resulted in significantly higher signal ratio compared to images acquired with both UTE Spiral VIBE sequences.

Fig. 7. Nodules observed in two healthy volunteers with CT and MR sequences. a-d. Axial view acquired with CT a., UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated b., gated c. and 3D radial UTE d. sequences. The nodule (orange arrows) was only seen and reported as such with CT. e-h. Coronal view acquired with CT e., UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated f., gated g. and 3D radial UTE h. sequences. Although visible with all MR sequences, the nodule (orange arrows) was much less visible on 3D radial UTE sequences due to the low contrast with the neighboring parenchyma and considered as non-relevant by one reader.
randomization of images during the image quality and the lung nodules assessment. Although the nodule detection analysis was performed as proof of principle considering the low number of volunteers, it includes several limitations: while anonymization was performed among the different sequences and volunteers, only datasets in which nodules had been discovered were analyzed. This might have induced a bias and prevented from calculating the specificity of each sequence. Furthermore, the delay between the MRI exam and the CT exam was sometimes of several months. Therefore while reducing the recall bias, this delay might also have induced a less reliable comparison between the two sets of images, with the potential removal or appearance of small lung nodules. Besides, the small size of the subgroup with incidental nodules precludes a definite assessment of the detection rate, therefore our results have to be confirmed in a larger cohort. Finally, the risk of recall bias was minimized even though not excluded along the whole study.

5. Conclusion

Among the three sequences performed under HF-NIV, the 3D radial UTE allows for a significant improvement of image quality compared to UTE Spiral VIBE non-gated and gated. The interesting potential of the UTE Spiral VIBE owing to the better peripheral vessel visibility remains to be explored. These results may therefore be promising as a step toward improved MR lung imaging. Among the potential advantages, the ability to replace or complement CT exams by MR for the follow up of lung nodules, especially thanks to the acquisition at full inspiration, appears to be very promising.
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Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UTE spiral VIBE non-gated</th>
<th>UTE spiral VIBE gated</th>
<th>3D radial UTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reader 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodules</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules ≥4 mm</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules &lt; 4 mm (n = 5)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodules</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules ≥4 mm</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules &lt; 4 mm (n = 5)</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules &lt; 4 mm (n = 13)</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average nodule size was 2.6 ± 1.2 mm, with 5 nodules ≥ 4 mm out of 18. While the analysis of Reader 2 resulted in equal detection rate for all sequences, the 3D radial UTE provided the lowest detection rate with Reader 1 results. Imaging of cystic fibrosis lung disease and clinical interpretation. Rofo 2016;188(9):834-45.


